EnviroPlot: An Interactive System for Visually
Exploring Large-Scale, Heterogeneous
Environmental Monitoring Data
Abstract—Collecting and analyzing large-scale environmental
datasets are integral parts of the environmental monitoring
programs in the U.S. and elsewhere. A very important use for
this data is to study the environmental effects on human health.
However, it can be challenging to find the files containing the
environmental agents of interest. Once obtained, the data files
can be quite large and less intuitive than expected, posing
additional challenges to the researcher or data analyst. The data
often includes information abundance values, temporal ranges,
geolocations, and other factors. Such complex information needs
to be sorted out before data analysis can begin. We propose
a software system that overcomes this problem through an
intuitive visual interface to display the available data both
spatially and temporally. The display system is generated by
first storing environmental monitoring data into a database for
easy retrieval, and then generating Keyhole Markup Language
based visualizations to inform the user not only of the available
data, its sampling density, geolocation, and temporal availability,
but also how plotted environmental agents compare to others in
sampling density, temporal range, and sampling frequency. This
intuitive visual approach is both user-friendly and scalable. New
environmental datasets can be directly added to the database
through a Java interface. We validated our data storage and
display system against the direct interpretation of data from flat
files. Testers were asked to navigate the target data files and
obtain overviewing information, such as the availability of a
given environmental agent and its temporal range in the dataset.
The testers’ accuracy, time-efficiency, and method preference
were assessed supporting our system’s advantage.
Video tutorial for the system: http://youtu.be/pxzdksxPXtk
Project website: http://www.jameskress.com/enviroplot.html
Index Terms—Graphical User Interface, Environmental Monitoring Data

I. I NTRODUCTION
The impact of environmental exposures on human health
conditions is well recognized [1]–[3] where the influence of
individual pollutants on human cancer risk is an especially
important problem [4] that has received keen research attention for multiple decades. Causal associations have been
identified between several environmental agents and specific
types of cancer. For example, radon has been linked to lung
cancer; arsenic exposure through drinking water has been
associated with bladder, skin, and lung cancers [5]; exposure
to organochlorines and related pesticides has been linked with
breast cancer [6]. Common to many such studies is the need to
access environmental monitoring data relevant to the particular
carcinogen(s), period(s) and geographic area(s) of a study.

Despite the abundant environmental monitoring data resources
released by US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
many other government or non-government environmental organizations, to gain the appropriate data access, researchers are
constantly challenged to identify from a diverse collection of
potentially relevant, large-scale, heterogeneous environmental
monitoring datasets specific portion(s) of data records that
meet their study needs and requirements. One dataset may
contain the right environmental agents, but the monitoring
period for the agents may be too brief, or the geographic
coverage is not sufficient, or the monitoring frequency is
not adequate. Either condition would disqualify the dataset
from producing meaningful study outcomes, under which
circumstance the researcher would have to keep looking for
new datasets that are more suitable for the study needs.
Sometimes, it may require a researcher to look from multiple
environmental monitoring datasets the right combination of
selected data records that collectively satisfy the complete data
requirement of his/her study. Besides the challenge imposed by
the shear number of available datasets, many of these datasets
adopt non-conforming data schemas. Unfortunately, a large
number of researchers who have the expertise and interest in
studying environmental health topics are not proficient with
computer programming nor large-scale data exploration. For
those motivated but technically limited researchers, the above
task of effective and efficient identification of qualified data
records from large-scale, heterogeneous environmental monitoring datasets presents a serious obstacle for their research—
Using todays standard practice, these researchers have to first
invest a substantial amount of time and effort in finding
relevant and qualified data before entering the truly intellectually intriguing and rewarding part of an environmental health
study where they can examine environmental conditions in
relationship with human health outcomes for uncovering new
knowledge regarding environmental factors influencing human
health outcomes.
Recognizing the need for empowering health researchers
who are not necessarily competent programmers to productively explore and leverage large-scale, heterogeneous environmental monitoring datasets for environmental health studies,
we introduce in this paper a novel visual geographic information system (GIS) with which researchers can interactively and
intuitively explore available environmental monitoring data for
data examination and compilation. A GIS is a system designed
to store, analyze, and manipulate data according to their spatial

locations [7]–[9]. Our new system offers an intuitive visualization on the types of environmental agents monitored as well as
the quantity and quality of each agents monitoring data. Using
the proposed visual data exploration system, a researcher can
quickly grasp the availability of environmental monitoring
data, which may reside in multiple disparate datasets, to determine the data readiness for launching a particular study. Our
prototype implementation of the proposed system is capable
of importing raw data from Comma Separated Value (CSV)
files and generating visual renderings that enable researchers
to conveniently tell whether samples of environmental agents
needed for a particular study have been collected as well as to
easily overview the data coverage, velocities, and value distributions. In addition to visually informing a researcher the time
span of a particular monitored environment agent, the system
also allows researchers to visually look up the monitoring
frequencies and spatial density of a specific agent for given
monitoring year(s), as well as to visually discern and compare
the geographical variations of multiple environmental agents
in a state or across the whole nation. The prototype implementation of the system is publicly available through the project
website http://www.jameskress.com/enviroplot.html where interested readers can also watch an online tutorial video
(http://youtu.be/pxzdksxPXtk) learning only in minutes how to
command the system for exploring large-scale, heterogeneous
environmental monitoring data. On the project website, we
further release a test dataset that was actually used in our
comparative user evaluation study to explore the effectiveness
of the prototype implementation with respect to traditional
desktop-based file exploration tools for environmental data
navigation. The results of the user evaluation study reveal a
clear superiority of the new system to the existing solutions
for addressing the concerned data exploration objective. These
user study results suggest that using the new data exploration
tool, environmental health researchers can more capably and
conveniently leverage large-scale, heterogeneous environmental monitoring data to derive big data driven, evidence-based
environmental health findings.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Mapping data to aid in interpretation and analysis is not
a new concept. It has been used extensively in many different areas of research and policy making. GIS can be
generally categorized into four predominant themes: disease
surveillance, risk analysis, health access and planning, and
community health profiling [10]. Specific areas of work within
these broad topics include the mapping of environmental
injustices [11]–[16], mapping for health access and planning
[17]–[20], mapping for disease surveillance and humanitarian
emergencies [21]–[24], and many other disciplines including
archeology [25].
Visualizations that address the needs of health researchers
tend to be very limited in their scale. These applications have
been designed by researches to solve very specific problems
[26]. This type of application successfully represents and
models the data needed for these individual studies, but its
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Fig. 1. Architectural overview of EnviroPlot

broad usability is rather limited. In the field of environmental
data analysis, many applications have emerged to store and
analyze very specific types of environmental data for narrowly
defined application domains. One prominent example is a GIS
developed for the Shell Petroleum Company. This GIS is
used to store, retrieve, and analyze data produced internally
by the company [27].For general environmental data display
and analysis few broad-spectrum programs exist. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has produced a range of
visualization tools for specific data. For example, EPA has an
interactive online map using KML based rendering to display
the locations of environmental monitoring networks for air
data [28]. This visualization allows the user to see where data
is being collected and to download it for a series of different
environmental agents. The shortcoming of this visualization
is its lack of comparative features. This visualization cannot
portray the temporal aspect or sampling frequency variations
of the available data. Instead, it simply plots the available
data for various sampling locations. In short, it is just a tool
to obtain raw data, not a tool to visually explore its breadth
and depth in a comprehensive and intuitive way. In contrast
to the EPA visualizations is a tool developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory which syncs with web-based sensor data,
and through the use of complex scripts and queries, creates
limited visualizations with non-integrated temporal abilities
[29]. This visualization begins to address the needs of researchers, but does not provide broad spectrum understanding
or interaction with the available data. We attempt to address
these shortcomings by visualizing the actual data for air, water,
and soil samples, allowing for meaningful interpretations of
the data, prior to more in depth analysis.
III. M ETHODS
Our program is written in the Java programming language
and exports its visualizations to Keyhole Markup Language
(KML) files. The overall architecture of our system is shown
in Fig. 1. We chose KML as the visualization language to make
it accessible to a wide range of users. This is because KML
can be opened and viewed in a number of free and openly
available rendering programs. The back end storage for our
environmental data is a MySQL database. We used MySQL
as our Database Management System (DBMS) because it
can be ported and is easily accessed from Java through an
openly available connector. Our program reads in and stores

in the database monitoring data from CSV files. More data
can always be added to the database though the Java interface
(Fig. 2), allowing our program to be expandable. This stored
data is then used to create national and state visualization
overviews of the contained data. These views allow for the
easy interpretation of the available datasets. Users perform this
interpretation through graphics, colors, and optionally detailed
printed text. We used multiple avenues to encode the available
data to make it as easy and natural to use as possible.
The initial datasets that we used in our application came
from the Environmental Protection Agency. These datasets
varied widely in format as well as data reported. Data can
be reported for three different sampling mediums, water, soil,
and air. The water and soil monitoring data that we used came
from the EPA Storage and Retrieval System (STORET) Data
Warehouse [30] and an EPA Six-Year Review [31]. The air
data was obtained through the EPA AirData System [32].
Once obtained, we performed an initial parse on the data to
put it into a specially formatted CSV. Currently, the preprocess
parsing is a process that has to be customized due to the
extreme variability found in environmental data sets, and our
requirements for data committed to the database. A given data
set can contain some, all, or more data than we require for
commitment to our database. Therefore, this preprocessing
step is required in order to ensure that each committed data
point is complete and valid. This is critical in order to ensure
the accuracy of the plotting process.
After the initial parse, data can be added to the database
through the Java interface which looks for specific column
headings as it parses and commits the data. After the data is
committed the program will generate data overview for each
state. Once generated, these KML based visualizations can be
opened in a variety of freely available programs, including
Google Earth [33].

A. Application Database
The DBMS that we used for the proposed system is MySQL
Installer 5.6.13 [34]. We chose this DBMS because it is
versatile, transferable, and easily connected to our language
of choice with the MySQL Connector/J [35]. Through this
connector to the DBMS we are able to create, access, and
manage all of the environmental agent data in the database.
Our program is designed to create 59 different tables, one
for each of the 50 states, 8 others for territories, and one
as a document table. We created 58 main storage tables to
increase efficiency. When all environmental data was stored in
one primary table the visualization generation became labored.
These tables are all formatted in the same way. There are 10
different columns: (1) ID, an auto incrementing key column.
This is used to ensure that each entry has a unique identifier.
Since this column is auto incremented it is not required or
expected in the input files to the database. (2) TYPE, refers to
the medium from which the sample was collected (water, air,
soil). (3) POINT NAME, the name of the environmental agent
being monitored. (4) RESULT, the recorded concentration of
the monitored environmental agent. (5) UNITS, indicates what
units the RESULT was taken in. (6) START DATE, the date
and time that a sampling began. (7) END DATE, the date and
time that a sampling stopped. (8) STATE, indicates the state
or territory from which a sample was recorded. (9) LON, (10)
LAT, give either the exact sample location or an approximation
based on alternative data. The approximations for locations are
necessary in three cases. These cases are when data is reported
on a state, county, and city level. In each of these cases the
geolocations that are used are that of the state, county, and
city respectively.
The last table in the database, the file table, has two column
entries, ID and FILE NAME. As in the state tables the ID
column is auto incremented. The FILE NAME column stores
the name of the file being added to the database as text. This
table is used to monitor the data files in the data file directory
and to add new data files in the database.

(a) Full occurrence color (b) Example of partial
scale
scale in use
Fig. 2. EnviroPlot interface for visualization generation and file addition

Fig. 3. Visual encoding of occurrence

Fig. 5. Three views of the national overview for Ozone in the U.S. from 1970 to 2012

B. Visualization Design
We generated the visualizations for our system using custom
KML generation routines written in Java. These routines
accept data from database queries and enable the easy plotting
and creation of our data models. Each plotted environmental
agent in our system is in the shape of a tower, composed of
multiple rings. Each tower has four characteristics visually
rendered, sampling occurrence, time, sample variance, and
number of sampling locations.
The use of color: We used color to render occurrence
(Fig. 3(a)). Occurrence is how often samples were taken for
an environmental agent over the course of a single year. This
scale works from a dark, or low occurrence, to bright, or
high occurrence, pallet to give the user an easy distinction
between different levels. There are eight different gradations
on this scale for common sampling occurrences, ranging from
hourly to yearly readings. This visual feature is very important
because recorded environmental agent sampling frequencies
may vary significantly over time.
The use of shape: We used shape in our application
to render the remaining three visualization characteristics. We
rendered time by the height of a ring on the tower from the
surface of the earth. Each ring of tower represents one year of
sampling data, giving a yearly granularity in this view (Fig.
3(b)). The height of a tower is determined by the earliest
sample across all sampled environmental agents in each state.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of how data properties were rendered into rings

This means that the beginning of our sampling history starts at
ground level, and each ring above ground level then, represents
a single sampling year. This means that not only does our
visualization give a complete picture of all the sample years
contained in the database, but it also gives clear indications of
which years data is not present.
We also used the shape of each individual ring of a tower to
represent both the number of distinct sampling locations for an
environmental agent each year, and the variance between the
minimum and maximum readings for that year. The major axis
of a ring, the x-axis, indicates the number of distinct sampling
locations available for an environmental agent, for a particular
year (Fig. 4). A larger diameter indicates more available
sampling locations, while a smaller diameter indicates fewer
available sampling locations. It is important to note that the
diameter of all rings in a state are related. This is because
the maximum width of all rings in a state is determined
by the maximum number of distinct sample locations across
all environmental agents in the database for that state. The
minor axis of a ring, the y-axis, indicates the sample variance
between the minimum and maximum sample readings for an
environmental agent for a particular year. The more circular
a ring appears, the less the variance is, while the more oval,
the higher the variance. This is because the y-axis radius is
related to how the variance is calculated. We calculated the
variance for the 0% point as seen in Fig. 4 by dividing the
minimum sample reading by the maximum sample reading,
and multiplying that by the radius of the x-axis. We then
interpolated the values at twenty degree intervals up to the
100% point. This procedure was then repeated for each of the
other three quadrants to complete the ring.
The use of view: We create two visualizations with
our system. The first view, is an overview of the data in
each state seen from a national perspective (Fig. 5). This
view enables the user to select an available environmental
agent of interest and view its sampling history across the

Fig. 6. Three views of the state overview data in Alabama from 1986 to 2012

nation. This view is particularly useful for determining the
availability and differences across the same environmental
agent in different states. The second view we create is at a state
level (Fig. 6). The state level view enables the user to display
all available environmental agents in that state simultaneously,
or to select a small subset. Selecting a subset is useful to
remove the background noise of other currently non-pertinent
environmental agents.
The use of interaction: Visualizing the available datasets
in a GIS enables the user to immerse themselves in the data.
This immersion is achieved through intractability of the towers
in the environment. The towers, and consequently, each ring,
in the visualization give the user the ability to retrieve detailed
information as text from any of the environmental agents.
There are two different categories of information that can
be retrieved this way. The first is a total overview of an

environmental agent (Fig. 7(a)). This is retrieved by clicking
on the semi-transparent yellow circle and environmental agent
name at the top of a tower. By clicking on those areas the
application displays the type of sample the user is reviewing
(water, soil, air), the state the sample is in, the total number of
samples, total number of distinct sample sites, date range of
the stored samples, and the minimum and maximum sample
results from the data. The second way of retrieving this
information is to click on a ring, which represents a specific
year (Fig. 7(b)). This step gives the same type of information
as the overview, except detailed for that sample year only, thus
enabling the user to easily understand how data varies over all,
and by individual years.
There may be times during the exploration of this data
that the user may notice some environmental agent names
not displaying, which is indicated by a darkened circle at
the top of a tower (Fig. 8(a)). This is normal and due to the
user’s current perspective to the tower. To get an environmental
agent to display its name, the user moves the mouse cursor
over the environmental agent of interest, and immediately the
environmental agent’s name appears (Fig. 8(b)). By activating
a currently non displayed environmental agents name, other
environmental agent names may change position or disappear
to make room for the new name. This feature is used to reduce
visual clutter on the screen when viewing many environmental

(a) Environmental agent name hidden (see red circle)

(a) Display of entire en- (b) Display of environmenvironmental agent sampling tal agent sampling history
history
for 1990
Fig. 7. Example of sample ring variance, sample site variance, occurrence
variance, yearly data summary, and complete data summary for Trichloroethylene in Alabama

(b) Environmental agent name focused (see red circle)

Fig. 8. Hidden names are displayed by mousing over darkened circle
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agents simultaneously.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Study Design
The design and performance of this system has been evaluated against the most common method for understanding
environmental monitoring data; the direct interpretation of
flat-files through software available on a users computer.
Examples of such software include: Excel, LibreOffice, Numbers, Vim, the Linux command line, and more. There were
two evaluations performed on each method, a subjective and
an objective evaluation. These evaluations used an on-line
questionnaire system. We had all participants start evaluating
with EnviroPlot. We started with this interface to negate any
advantage our system would have over the flat file approach
due to memory bias from the evaluation questions. We had
a total of 9 participants, all of which had some knowledge
of computer science by either being current undergraduate or
graduate students, researchers, or professors. Two participants
were between the ages of 18-24, three between the ages of
25-34, three between the ages of 35-44, and one 55-64.
The
project
web
page
for
EnviroPlot
is
http://www.jameskress.com/enviroplot.html.
This
site
allows for access to our evaluation questions, data, and
KML overview files. A video tutorial is also available at
http://youtu.be/pxzdksxPXtk, which utilizes the KML and
data files from the project web page. This tutorial overviews
the use of EnviroPlot in a hands on approach, and encourages
the user to run through the evaluation questions themselves,
to fully appreciate the intractability and visualization features
provided in EnviroPlot.

Q2) Are there samples for “Ozone” in “Alabama” in the
database?
Q3) What is the maximum/minimum result (reading) for
“Lead” in “Alabama” over the entire sampling history?
Q4) What years are samples for “Arsenic” in “Alabama”
missing (Assuming that our sample history should go
back to 1971)?
Q5) What is the maximum/minimum result (reading) for
“Lead” in “Alabama” from 2002 to 2003?
Q6) Do the number of sample sites per year from “Bromoform” vary over its sample history in “Alabama”?
Q7) For “Iron” in “Alabama” what year has the greatest
sample variance, and what is that variance?
Q8) What is the sampling occurrence for “Ozone” in “Alabama” in “2001”?
Q9) In “Alabama” for “Trichlorofluoromethane” what is the
minimum and maximum number of sample sites across
all years?
Q10) Given: “Iron”, “Ozone”, “Lead”, “1,1,2-trichloroethane”,
and “Fluoride” in “Alabama”, rank them in order of sample occurrence, for each of their most recent sample years
(Highest Occurrence first, Break ties alphabetically).
The results showed that in all cases evaluators were either as or
more capable with EnviroPlot, than they were with the flat file
method in finding and comprehending the desired data (Fig.
9). In fact, the study participants performed significantly better
answering 5 out of the 10 questions asked (Q3,Q4,Q5,Q7,Q9)
when using EnviroPlot. For 2 other questions the improvement
was borderline significant (Q6,Q10) (Table I).
This theme also held true for the time commitment required
for each method. The time required to find the information

Time Across Evaluation Methods

B. A Case Study
Time (Minutes)

Objective evaluation: The objective evaluation of our
system was designed to track both user accuracy and time.
This evaluation was performed to determine which data presentation method would give a user the greatest accuracy vs.
time spent on analysis. There were 10 questions of varying
difficulty asked to each participant for each method. These
questions were designed to have the user retrieve both general
and specific information out of the EnviroPlot interface and
flat file systems. The questions asked in this evaluation were:
Q1) Are there samples for “Ozone” in the database?
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Fig. 11. Subjective evaluation: results per question

from the EnviroPlot interface was found to be statistically
significantly faster than the flat file approach with a p-value
of 0.031 (Fig. 10). This indicates that even though some users
may not be familiar, or as familiar, with Google Earth as they
are with Excel, grep, vim, etc. they were able to overcome the
learning curve instituted by Google Earth quickly, and retrieve
the requested data with high accuracy.
Subjective evaluation: The subjective evaluation of our
system was implemented using the NASA Task Load Index
[36], [37] which is used to measure task difficulty. There
were 5 questions on this evaluation, the response scale had
21 gradations, from Very Low (1) to Very High (21). The
questions asked on this evaluation were:
Q1) How Mentally Demanding was the task?
Q2) Do you feel the recommended question answering time
was adequate using the indicated tool?
Q3) How confident were you in your provided answers?
Q4) How challenging was it to find answers using the indicated tool?
Q5) How satisfied were you using the indicated tool?
Overall, the study participants were notably more comfortable, confident, and secure using EnviroPlot than the flat
file approach (Fig. 11). Significant differences were observed
for Questions Q3 and Q5, with respect to confidence and
satisfaction in executing the tasks (Table II).
C. A Use Study
The applicability and use of this visual design system come
into focus when a use case is considered. Take for example
several large EPA datasets. Consider 85 distinct environmental
agents in each dataset with different occurrences, variances,
and number of sampling locations for each state. Also, not
all states have readings for all environmental agents. Based

TABLE II
C ALCULATED P - VALUES FOR EACH SUBJECTIVE QUESTION
(* INDICATES SIGNIFICANT P - VALUE )
Question

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

p-value

0.078

0.175

<<0.001*

0.069

0.017*

Q: Are there readings for “Lead” in the data?
A: To answer this question, we look at the National
Overview Map (Fig. 5) and expand the file tree until we
reach the listing of available environmental agents. Since
Lead is available, we select it, and the states for which
there are readings display a tower.
Q: What sampling dates are available for “Lead” in the state
of “Alabama”?
A: To answer this question, we click on the state of Alabama in the State Overview Map (Fig. 6). We either
visually locate, or locate in the environmental agent lists,
the environmental agent. Once the environmental agent
is located, the range of available dates can either be
visually determined, or the yellow circle at the top of
the environmental agent can be selected and the detailed
date range can be displayed (Fig. 7(a)).
Q: Do the sampling frequencies or sampling sites vary for
“Lead” over the entire sampling period in “Alabama”?
A: To determine sampling frequency and sampling site count
variation over a sampling period, just a quick look at
the Statewide Data Overview is required (Fig. 6). We
locate the environmental agent of interest either visually
or through the file tree. Once found, the needed data is
rendered directly into the visualization of the environmental agent. Each of the colored rings, representing a year of
samples, is colored to represent the occurrence rate for the
samples (Fig. 3(a)). This way, it is immediately known
what the available sampling occurrence was whether it
be hourly, twice daily, daily, weekly, quarterly, twice
yearly, or yearly. The sampling site count variation is
also rendered into the visualization by the x-axis diameter
of the rings (Fig. 4). For environmental agents with
no variation in the number of sampling locations, the
rings are all the same diameter. In contrast, for those
environmental agents that either gain or lose sample
locations over the years, the rings vary in diameter.
Q: What are the min and max results for “Lead” over the
entire sampling period and all sample locations, in the
state of “Alabama”? What are the counterpart statistics
just for the year “2001”?
A: To determine the min and max, we locate the environmental agent in the Statewide Data Overview, then select
either the colored circle at the top of the plot to get the
min and max for the entire data range (Fig. 7(a)), or, we
select one of the individual rings to get the data for a
certain year (Fig. 7(b)).
It can be seen through these questions, that it is very easy to
conceptualize the availability of data with EnviroPlot. Without
the aid of a visual analysis tool such as EnviroPlot, either a
program would need to be written, or the files manually parsed.
In some cases manual parsing is not even feasible as files are
very large, and have millions of lines. For the case of creating

a program, not all human health researchers are programmers,
so programming is not feasible, and for those that are it would
be an inefficient use of time, as each new question about the
data would require a new block of code, which would quickly
become tedious.
By this example, it is easy to appreciate the advantages that
EnviroPlot presents in understanding and visually analyzing a
dataset. It makes the process not only quick and convenient,
but a richer understanding of the data can be achieved through
its interactive features.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have developed EnviroPlot, an expandable visualization
system for large-scale, heterogeneous environmental monitoring data. We have discussed the design and unique features
of the system compared to other efforts. Hands-on evaluation
demonstrated that the proposed system is user-friendly allowing the users time-efficient and comprehensive manipulation of
high-volume, heterogeneous environmental data. The system
can be of great help to epidemiological researchers who want
to study environmental health risk factors.
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